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with é, being taken again from Fisher’s tables, this time corresponding to his
P = a, where a is the chosen level of significance.
In order to describe the optimum property of this test we must use the concept of the power function of a test, [3].
Denote by 6(£, «) the probability of
the hypothesis Hy being rejected when é and o are the true mean and the true
standard error of the observable x,’s.
The function 6(£, o) is just what is
called the power function of the test.
If we substitute & = &, then we shall
have 8(& , «) = a@ irrespective of the value of ¢. Now the optimum property
of “Student’s” test mentioned above consists in that (1) its power function
has a minimum at
= & and this is true whatever be the value of a, (2) whatever be any other test of the same hypothesis which has the same level of significance a and has property (1), its power function 6’(£, ) cannot excecd that
of “‘Student’s’’ test.
These two properties, demonstrating the excellence of the criterion suggested
by “Student,” fully justify the general confidence in the test as described above,
or in its extended form where it is applied to two or more samples.
However,

it is known that “Student’s” test in both its forms, tf > t., and|t| >

t., has

one very undesirable property which causes great difficulties in various problems
of rational planning of experiments.
One of the most important questions to have in mind when planning an
experiment is: What is the probability that the experiment and the subsequent
If we
statistical test will detect a difference or effect when it actually exists?
perform an experiment and then apply some statistical analysis to test
“‘Student’s” hypothesis that € = &, we do hope that, if the actual value of &
But apart from
is different from & , the test will discover this circumstance.
mere hope, it is desirable to take precautions so that when the difference,
—£ — & = A, has some appreciable value, the chance of the hypothesis Ho being
This may be done by calculating the value
rejected will be reasonably large.
And
of the power function 6(, «) corresponding to the value € = & + A.
here we come to the unfortunate property of ‘Student’s’’ test.

Although the form of the power function of “Student’s” test is known and

tabled [4], [5], [6], [7], there are occasionally considerable difficulties in applying
these tables, because it appears that the values n and A are not all its arguments,
for it also depends on ¢. Consequently in order to have an idea of the probability that the test will detect the falsehood of the hypothesis Ho that & = £j
when actually & = & + A we need not only the knowledge of n but also a
likely value of o. The latter is known accurately only in exceptional cases and
then in those cases one would apply a test which is different from “Student’s”’
Usually we have only a vague notion of the magnitude of o and accordtest.
ingly the tables of 8(£, 7) may be used to obtain a rough idea as to whether
Frequently
the arrangement of the experiment planned is satisfactory or not.
|
we have no idea of what may be the values of o.

To Dr. P. L. Hsu is due the idea of looking for tests, the power of which is

independent of the parameters unspecified by the hypothesis tested.

In an
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unpublished paper, he proved among other things that the d test of the general
linear hypothesis is the most powerful of all those, the power function of which
depends on the same argument as that of the A test and not on other parameters.
The above circumstances suggest the following problem: to see whether it is
possible to devise a test of ‘“Student’s’’ hypothesis such that its power function
would be independent of co. If such a test could be devised and proved to be
reasonably powerful then the tables of its power function could be used for the
purpose of planning experiments.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that no such test exists and,
consequently, this negative result implies in still another way that it is impossible to improve on the test originally suggested by ‘‘Student.”’

2. Statement of the Problem.

The problem of finding a test whose power

function is independent of o is equivalent
that the value of the power function

(4)

to finding a critical region w such

B(é, oc) = Pik ew| &, o}

for any fixed & is independent of the value of co, where EF denotes the sample
point (x; , %2, +--+ 2%n). We shall show specifically that if this is the case, then
the power function is also independent of £; so that the test will reject the hypothesis tested with the same frequency independently of whether it be correct
or wrong.
3. THeorEM.

If there exists a region w such that, whatever be the value of o,
1

(5)
(6)

where & #
(7)
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&, a, B are constants, then
a=

B.

A region w is called similar [1] to the whole sample space, W, of size a, with
respect to a set of elementary probability laws p(E | 6) given in terms of a
parameter 6, if P{H ew|6} = a, whatever be the value of 6. Essentially,
then, the region, w, above is a similar region with respect to two different sets
of elementary laws each being given parametrically in terms of the parameter o.
Denote by w, the portion of the surface of the hypersphere, >> (a; —

i=1

f)? = 2’,

which is common to w, and let the total surface be denoted by W,.
Neyman
and Pearson have shown [1], that a necessary and sufficient condition that w
be a similar region, in the above case, is that, whatever be r, the probability
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that the sample point # will fall on the subsurface w, , when it is known that

the sample point lies on the surface W, is a, 1.e.

(8)

P{E ew, | (He W,)(E = &)} = a

for all r.
In a similar manner

sphere 2d, (x; — &)°
by W,.

have also

let w, denote the portion of the surface of the hyper-

= p’ common to w, and let the total surface be denoted

Since w is similar to the set of probability laws indicated in (6), we

(9)

P{Eew,|(HeW,) = &)} = B

for all p.
Since on the surface W,, the elementary probability law,

1
(10)

(ase)

m1
ost 2,2 (ito)?
ce

7
(Se)

nr
355
om

is constant, we see that an equivalent statement of (8) is that the hyper-area of

w, ts a constant proportion, a, of the total hyper-area W,.

Similarly, from (9),

we have that the hyper-area of w, 1s a constant proportion, 8, of the area of the
hypersurface W, , whatever be the values of r and p.

Consider the transformation which expresses 11 , 2, --+ % in terms of generalized polar coordinates with pole at the point (&, &,--- , &), i.e.

(11)

X1

—

&

=

Zo

—

& = 1 COS 42 COS 83 «++ COS On_2 COS On_1 SIN On

%3

—

&

=

7 COS G2 COS 63 --+ COS On_2 COS On_1 COS Bn

1 COS 02 COS 03 +++ COS On-2 SIN

Yn-1 —

& = 7 COS G2. Sin 63

Yn

H&

—

On_1

=rsin

Let A be the Jacobian of the transformation:

(12)

[Aj =r""

II cos’ 6.422}

j=2

= 7°? 7(6,).

Consider also a transformation which expresses (x1 , 2,

--: Ym) in terms of polar

coordinates, the point (£1, &,---, &) being pole.
It may be obtained by
replacing in (11), & by &, 7 by p, and 6; by 6;. The Jacobian of this transformation is given by |A| = p” “T'(6,).
We are now able to express the hyper-area of W, :

(13)

/ / | A | dO: dO, +++ dO, =r" / [ T'(6;) dz d0s +++ d0, = Kr",
Wr

We
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where the integral K > 0 is a constant independent of r.

area of W, is Kp”', where K is the same as in (13).
(9) we have, now
--- db,

=

Similarly the hyper-

According to (8) and

aeK or,

(14)

[|

| A | de dés

(15)

[|

|A | d6.d6; --- db, = BeK-p””.

Let us consider the distances between the three points: (a1, 12, +--+ , 2a),

(f , fo, --second point
the distance
equal to the
(16)

, &), and (&, &,---,
and to the third point
between last two be L,
third side of a triangle,

rspt+UL,

&). The distances of the first point to the
we have already denoted by r and p. Let
then, since the sum of two sides is at least
we have

pSr+L,

where

L=

-S/N|&
— & |.

Let g(t) 2 0 be an arbitrary monotonic nonincreasing function of t, such that
the product t” (2) is integrable from 0 to +.
Since g(#) is a decreasing
function it follows from (16) that

(17)

g(r) 2 o(o + L)

and

(9) 2 g(r + L).

Consider the integral I:

[= [| g(r) dai dirz +++ din.

(18)

We shall express it in terms of the variables r, 62, --- , 6, and also in terms of
p, 62, -+- 8, and compare the results. Thus

T= [[ \ale ard... do,
w

[ e(r) dr | [ 1A |dO> «++ dO,

(19)

= aK. |

r

o(r) dr.

Also we have by (16)

I= [J |X| o(r) do ddy «++ dB,

on

(20)
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= [ff lle + 1) dodh-..di,
w

> [oo + Dido ff

lat +++ dO,

Wp

and consequently

(21)

I 28-K |

p” 'o(p + L) dp.

Since K > 0, we have from (19) and (21)

(22)

albz[ 0 meer nal [0 ro@de

By interchanging p and r in (18), (19), (20), and (21) we have also

(23)

p/az [ “ot + L) dt / [ ” ot) de

Let us set in (22) and (23), y(t) = e
is arbitrary.

(24)

?’ and g(t + L) = e

Then

a/B ze?”

and

Blaze?”

Since (24) holds for all p > 0, let p approach zero.
the above inequalities can hold only if

(25)

’”e”’ where p > 0

Then Lim e”” = 1, and

a = B,

Q.E.D.

It is of interest to note that there do exist regions such that
tion is independent of both € and co. For example, let S,
deviation of the observed values (71 , 2, --- , tn) and let S,_1
deviation of the values (21, 2%2,---,2%n-1), then the region
points (4%, %2, --- 2a) which satisfy the inequality (S,1/S,)
region, i.e.
(26)

P{(Snra/S,)

the power funcbe the standard
be the standard
w given by all
2 C is such a

2 C | & o}

is constant, whatever be the values of ~ and ¢. Such regions are, however,
unsuitable for testing ‘‘Student’s” hypothesis § = & , because they will reject
this hypothesis when it is wrong and when it is correct with equal frequency.
The author is indebted to Professor J. Neyman
the present paper.

for assistance in preparing
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